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addition. Roof structure .same. Six pane window, steep end up. New unit

seems to be some kind of a living residence quarters. corner notch or

Hudson Bay corner. Drop siding south side of structure. Not sure whether

frame or log under. New addition not peeled. West side of old structure

double logged wall, sod inbetween, approximately, I take that back, looks like

an additional Wanigan addition with a shorter gable.

Bob Bliss,

Delivery, Unalakleet.

send a copy of management plan when prepared. General

-Ungalik,Roadhouse, cabin ,in ,ruin.. Site with a cache probably a later period.

Cache has evidence of fish nets, lead line, built with logs part, the bottom

part. Top part built with plank wood, perhaps an older cache with a newer

top. Log walls constructed with single dove-tailed corners. Hand blazed

inside to flatten wall surfaces, suspect possible wall covering inside.---
Main purlin to secondary purlins with G-poled roof, probably sod, evidence of

galvanized tin laying around the structure. Fronts on an old bed, perhaps an

old river bed going through area.

Foothill.Roadhouse..in...ruirlo' ~~~Shed ~3g.?ran until approximately

~led Eben Roadh~~ious ro~~~~~rhaps discussed by Goodwin

Nb~r6'2 was found-on' the~~in front of Bessum Slough. No evidence or remains of

structure. I think we found Ebens as shown on map. structure if,

not even sure it is the structure however if it is there is evidence of pile

of ruins, deteriorated to the point that it is unable to definitely

tell whether ruined or not. Unable to land due to thick undergrowth.

~ t,.. -r ~ ~ f"'D e-r ,\~ Ie
Well, backside obviously in ruin. Nearly gone from river. Appears to have

been a log structure. Saddle notched. Appears to have been a rough saddle

notched. Chopped log ends. Spiked together, large spikes on side. Beers

cans, recent. Shlitz and Budweiser. No chart made on this one. Presumed

well backed corner monument has, lets see corners approximately 41 LKS north 6

degrees east, township S. 54, 54. Range, W. C or 0-1, date 7/77. Evidence

galvanized roofing along site, at site possibly corrugated galvanized roofing.

Possible later use as a small smokehouse. Old wooden cabin directly off the

mouth or oii. .. ~he··.end ·-of..'the·Old~WOriian:·'Houn1:'a1.n'. Probab ly would be gone within
,;


